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When HHS Calls, You Should
Answer
Agency Imposes Civil Money Penalty for Violations
of HIPAA Privacy Rule, Relying on HITECH to
Increase Penalty
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he Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) apparently has taken its mandate under the
Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health (HITECH) Act to heart. On February 22,
2011, HHS announced a $4,351,600 civil money penalty
imposed by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) on Cignet
Health of Prince George’s County, Maryland, for violatin
ng the
e pr
vac rule of the H
ing
privacy
Health Insurance Portability
nd Accountability
ccountabil ty Ac
9 (HIPAA).
and
Act of 1
1996
According to HHS, this is the first penalty issued “for
a cov
vered
de
covered
entity’s violations of the HIPAA privacy rule.”1
In determining
d
the penalty amount, OCR relied on the
willful neglect provisions of the HITECH Act to increase
the amount.

A MOVE TO HIPAA ENFORCEMENT
Actors in the health care space know that OCR has taken
a relatively soft approach to enforcing HIPAA’s security
requirements, at least with respect to issuing fines for security breaches involving protected health information
(PHI). OCR instead has required violators to take “corrective actions” and enter into resolution agreements.2
Concurrent with the push to digitizing medical records,
however, Congress recognized the need for more certain
and substantial penalties for unauthorized disclosure of PHI.
Therefore, to encourage greater enforcement efforts on the
part of OCR, HITECH includes provisions for mandatory
fines.3 HITECH Act Section 13410(d) provides a tiered civil
monetary penalty structure, as shown in Figure 1.
Additionally, Congress stripped OCR of its role as the
sole authority to enforce HIPAA’s privacy and security
provisions. Congress also granted enforcement rights to
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states’ attorneys general to bring action on
behalf of their citizens.4 OCR apparently accepted this change, announcing in March
2011 that it is hosting a series of two-day
workshops to train states’ attorneys general
in their new enforcement role.5

CLARIFYING WILLFUL NEGLECT
HIPAA defines “willful neglect” as “conscious,
intentional failure or reckless indifference to
the obligation to comply with the administrative simplification provision violated.”6 Last
July, in its proposed rule to modify HIPAA,
the OCR clarified that the “term not only presumes actual or constructive knowledge on
the part of the covered entity that a violation is
virtually certain to occur but also encompasses a conscious intent or degree of recklessness
with regard to its compliance obligations.”7
These compliance obligations include having
the required policies and procedures in place
necessary to protect PHI and actively enforcin
ng the
tthese
hese p
ce
ing
policies and procedures.
b ing the
brin
he pointt home,
home, OCR
OCR provided
prrov ed
To bring
ex
xam
mp
pless:
examples:
co
c
1. A covered
entity disposed of several
onttain ng e
ctron
nic PHI in
hard drives ccontaining
electronic
dd
l
an unsecured
dumpster, in violation
off
§164.530(c) and §164.310(d)(2)(i). HHS’s
investigation reveals that the covered
entity had failed to implement any policies and procedures to reasonably and

appropriately safeguard PHI during the
disposal process.
2. A covered entity failed to respond to an
individual’s request that it restrict its uses
and disclosures of PHI about the individual. HHS’s investigation reveals that the covered entity does not have any policies and
procedures in place for consideration of
the restriction requests it receives and refuses to accept any requests for restrictions
from individual patients who inquire.

THE CIGNET CASE
OCR’s investigation of Cignet was
sparked by 41 individual patient complaints when Cignet denied them access to their medical records between
September 2008 and October 2009. The
HIPAA privacy rule requires that covered
entities provide patients copies of their
medical records within 30 (and no later
than 60) days of such patient’s request. 8
Cignet never provided the information
tto th
e pa
atients Moreover, and perhaps
the
patients.
mo
re cr
ticall Cignet never produced
more
critically,
subpoenaed records related to the investigation to OCR, forcing OCR to go to the
U.S. District Court for relief.
On March 30, 2010, OCR obtained a default judgment. OCR noted that while Cignet produced the medical records on April
7, 2010, following entry of the default judg-

Figure 1:
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HIPAA Violation

Minimum Penalty

Maximum Penalty

Individual did not know (and by exercising
reasonable diligence would not have known) that
he/she violated HIPAA

$100 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $25,000
for repeat violations

$50,000 per violation, with
an annual maximum of $1.5
million

HIPAA violation due to reasonable cause and not
due to willful neglect

$1,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $100,000
for repeat violations

$50,000 per violation, with
an annual maximum of $1.5
million

HIPAA violation due to willful neglect but the
violation is corrected within 30 days of the date
on which the person liable for the violation knew,
or by exercising reasonable diligence would have
known, that he/she violated HIPAA; mandatory
penalty

$10,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $250,000
for repeat violations

$50,000 per violation, with
an annual maximum of $1.5
million

HIPAA violation is due to willful neglect and is not
corrected; mandatory penalty

$50,000 per violation, with
an annual maximum of $1.5
million

$50,000 per violation, with
an annual maximum of $1.5
million
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ment, it “made no efforts to resolve the
complaints through informal means.”9
HHS found that Cignet was willfully negligent because (i) it refused to respond to OCR’s
demands to produce the requested records,
and (ii) it had “failed to cooperate with OCR’s
investigation on a continuing daily basis” since
March 17, 2009. OCR further concluded “that
the failure to cooperate was due to Cignet’s willful
neglect to comply with the Privacy Rule.”10
Importantly, OCR assessed Cignet a $1.3
million penalty for failing to comply with
the HIPAA privacy rule and a $3 million
penalty for failing to cooperate with OCR’s
investigation. OCR notified Cignet of the
proposed penalty on October 20, 2010, and
advised it of its 90-day period to request a
hearing on the amount.11 Cignet failed to
appeal, and the penalty is now final.12

WHY DOES THIS MATTER FOR HIT?
OCR’s handling of the Cignet matter, toge
eth
th
h rw
her
wi
gether
with other recentt HIPAA/HITECH
ac
ctio
ions ccommenced
ommenced by
b aattorneys
ttorneys gen
ner in
actions
general
C
on
nne
ectiicut
u Indian
a, an
nd Ve
ermont, cl
arConnecticut,
Indiana,
and
Vermont,
clearaise the stakes for noncompliance with
ly ra
raise
l an
nd o
her PHI-rel
ated se
ethe privacy rule
and
other
PHI-related
seh ever
curity requirements. Now more than
it is essential that organizations handling
PHI (covered entities and business associates) establish and maintain compliance
with all aspects of HIPAA. Furthermore, if
HHS/OCR come knocking, a lack of proper
cooperation could result in a significantly
multiplied fine. This is of course in addition to immeasurable damage to reputation
and the long-term reporting obligations required under resolution agreements.
Compliance includes developing, implementing, and enforcing proper policies
and procedures for properly monitoring
PHI disclosures (both physical and electronic) and for responding in the event of
an unauthorized PHI disclosure. Additionally, organizations regularly should review
the most recent security guidance from
the National Institute of Standards pertaining to appropriate encryption methods for

PHI. Finally, should any division of HHS
ever contact your organization, it is essential that your privacy officer, which is a
required position under HIPAA, respond
to the inquiry. Involvement of legal counsel also may be appropriate, depending on
the nature of the inquiry and the level of
potential risk to the organization.
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